Pontiac g6 headlight connector melted

Tech diagnosed lamp connector had melted. Had to replace headlight assembly, harness and
connectors. This was not covered under my extended warranty which cost mega bucks so this
was an out of pocket expense. GM should be responsible for reimbursment of this cost to me
seeing that this is a serious problem. It should be recalled. I purchased a new bulb but didn't
resolve problem. So I don't know if it is an easy fix or not. Should I put silicone in the connector
or replace the wiring harness. The wiring on g6 is not the right gauge. GM step up and take care
of these problems. This is not your 1st cars you have made. Remember quality before the name
goes on, or do you think your too big for complaints to affect you? Watch out for that. If you
have a for-profit service, contact us. Most Common Solutions: put in heavier wiring 2 reports
replace headlight assembly 1 reports. Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on
Facebook Retweet this page Email this page. Helpful websites No one has added a helpful site
for this G6 problem yet. Be the first! Find a good Pontiac mechanic Read reviews of repair
shops in your area. Enter your zip code: A free service from CarTalk. Send Comment Add
Complaint. Search CarComplaints. Dex-Cool lawsuit intake gasket leak engine complaint
electrical issue heater complaint transmission complaint paint defect G6 recall. Not what you
are looking for? Search for something else:. The headlight wiring harness has went out several
times on both low beam lights. I have replace the harness's and they keep going out. I have
been written tickets by police for headlight out. The driver's side low beam headlight burned
out. I cleaned it off before replacing the light. It burned out again about three days later and
upon removing the bulb, the socket was melted even more. It would appear as though I need a
new socket, but what's to stop the new one from melting again? Having read that so many other
people are having the same problem, and that even after replacing the socket and wires, the
problem keeps happening, GM really needs to do something about this. I'm tired of dumping
money into a manufacturing problem that never ends. If this is not a recall it should be. Melting
wires come on something is very wrong with this picture. We replaced the bulb 2 times only to
find that there is a weird smell upon review my husband noticed a melted wire harness. This
could really hurt someone. A fire with two kids in the car. Someone should have to pay for this.
Replacing a wire harness is nothing compared to losing two kids lives. I replaced the damn bulb
a few times and, before I knew it, I was being pulled over again for a headlight out. When I found
out what the problem was, I ordered a new headlight assembly and haven't had a headlight
problem since. I work too damn hard to have to keep worring about this damn light the economy
is bad i have a family to take care of and i dont have extra money to pay for tickets for not
having a headlight.. I have replaced the bulb 4 times thinking it kept blowing out until my
husband noticed the plugs are completely burned and melted and now I have no low beam
headlights because the connectors completely melted away. I can't afford to fix it so I just don't
drive at night! If you have a for-profit service, contact us. Most Common Solutions: not sure 5
reports new lighting assembly 3 reports. Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on
Facebook Retweet this page Email this page. Helpful websites No one has added a helpful site
for this G6 problem yet. Be the first! Find a good Pontiac mechanic Read reviews of repair
shops in your area. Enter your zip code: A free service from CarTalk. Send Comment Add
Complaint. Search CarComplaints. Dex-Cool lawsuit intake gasket leak engine complaint
electrical issue heater complaint transmission complaint paint defect G6 recall. Not what you
are looking for? Search for something else:. First it was the driver's side headlight connector.
Partially melted. Not sure how much this will cost. I mean, both headlight connectors melting? I
managed to keep the driver side working, the passenger side connector is shot! What poor
workmanship. Like other Pontiac G6 owners I am having issues with the headlight plug melting
Drivers side low beam headlamp was not working. Bought a bulb, an then noticed the light was
back on. It went out again three weeks later. Replaced the bulb, but found it still would not work
and noticed the connector to the bulb had partially melted and two black wires were not well
connected from the factory. Tried securing the wires and head sparking noises as the light went
on for a brief second. Wiring is too light to handle which has caused a fire risk. I have three GM
vehicles, but am rethinking our next purchase since this is an obvious safety issue which
warrants a recall by General Motors. Will take it in and see what they suggest. This is the third
time I have fixed this problem. Driver's side headlight low beam goes out. I can see that the
wiring harness connector is melted. I see this complaint a lot on the Internet. Apparently, the
connector is heating up and melting. I have cleaned it and plugged it back in and good to go
until next time. This last occurrence caused the other headlight to malfunction apparently bulb
blew out. This is my wife's car and she is not happy, which means I am not happy. I notice that
other GM cars are recalled for this but not Pontiac. I have had to remove the headlight assembly
numerous over 5 times to push the connection together on the driver's side low beam light
assembly. After reading the posts here, I have further looked at the harness and have noticed
the low beam assembly is in fact melted causing a short to the low beam light. This is obviously

and manufactures problem and should be addressed by GM. I have also spoken with other
Pontiac G6 owners who are also experiencing this same issue. Driver's side headlight went out.
Replaced bulb and that went out two days later. Just learning now from reading complaints that
it's not the bulb. Need to replace harness but I have no garage and it's 10 below zero here.
Pontiac apparently knows about this but is ignoring. Just bought the car in December , will be
getting rid of it by summer, if Pontiac doesn't issue the recall. Headlight On driver side stopped
working. I being a car guy, looked it up on YouTube. As I took the bulb out of the harness I saw
that the harness has started to melt. I checked the Contact and it was black with Carbon. I Used
a small File and cleaned the contact. I bench tested the bulb, it was fine. I was careful not to let
My Body oils tough the bulb. I re-installed the headlight assembly and it worked. Fast forward
two months and the light quit working. I have not taken it apart, Yet! I belong to a G6 Forum on
Facebook, this is a common Problem. This is a factory defect that should be on a recall. My car
has always been Garaged. This is a case of the wires not heavy enough to handle the amps.
Believe there should be a Recall If you have a for-profit service, contact us. Most Common
Solutions: not sure 5 reports cleaned socket and reconnected 2 reports. Find something
helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page Email this page. Helpful
websites No one has added a helpful site for this G6 problem yet. Be the first! Find a good
Pontiac mechanic Read reviews of repair shops in your area. Enter your zip code: A free service
from CarTalk. Send Comment Add Complaint. Search CarComplaints. Dex-Cool lawsuit intake
gasket leak engine complaint electrical issue heater complaint transmission complaint paint
defect G6 recall. Not what you are looking for? Search for something else:. Your question might
be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this product. Please make
sure that you are posting in the form of a question. Please enter a question. The center portion
of this connector can withstand temperatures of up to degrees F! In comparison, factory and
other plastic plugs have a working temperature of around degrees F. Skip to main content. In
Stock. Add to Cart. Secure transaction. Your transaction is secure. We work hard to protect
your security and privacy. Our payment security system encrypts your information during
transmission. Learn more. Ships from. AAA Specialty. Sold by. Brand: IDD Connect. This fits
your. Consider this Amazon's Choice product that delivers quickly. Amazon's Choice.
Frequently bought together. Add all three to Cart Add all three to List. These items are shipped
from and sold by different sellers. Show details. Ships from and sold by AAA Specialty. FREE
Shipping. Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1.
Previous page. Next page. Featured items you may like. Compare with similar items. Register a
free business account. Have a question? There was a problem completing your request. Please
try your search again later. Product information Technical Details. Would you like to tell us
about a lower price? More to consider from our brands. See questions and answers. Customer
reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how recent a
review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify
trustworthiness. Customer images. See all customer images. Top reviews Most recent Top
reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right now.
Please try again later. And repair tips included Verified Purchase. These connectors are the
perfect solution to fix the manufacturers shortcomings! Better than OEM in every way, heavier
gauge wire than stock, and no chance of the socket melting like the original ones did. In fact,
the wiring was a full gauge heaver than OEM. A few suggestions for the repair: 1. Don't just
replace the connector, replace the bulb at the same time - The reason is that the posts on the
bulb are probably oxidized from the original heat that melted the socket to begin with. Oxidation
causes resistance in the connection, and resistance causes heat. It won't melt the ceramic
anymore, but will create additional heat that could melt attached wiring, oxidize the new
connector contacts, or otherwise cause additional heat damage headlight housing or
otherwise.. Solder the splices - again, less resistance and heat, and a more reliable connection.
You can order on line or even buy at your local big-box home improvement retailer either the
orange or blue one, both carry at most stores 5. If your original socket melted, there may be
smoke residue causing cloudiness on the inside of the headlight housing. Make sure to rinse at
least a second time with water and ensure that it is dry before reassembly it may take a while to
dry out. Happy repairs! Isn't fit for places where winter temps are sub 30F. My vehicle is a
Silverado Bulb is h Keyway on ceramic socket was too narrow. Seemed like it could even bee
off center. H11 bulbs from two different manufacturers would not fit. Also the lil side clip arrived
to me broken. Not fit for Wisconsin winter or heavy duty use. Could buy 5 dorman equivalents
for this price. They are forcing me to return for refund. I would not recommend. He cut out the
center keyway on the bulb and put it on. I did the same thing with a sharp knife. It was able to fit
the bulb then. My headlight is now on again.. We'll update if the socket has any more issues.
Isn't fit for places where winter temps are sub 30F By Stan on December 7, Images in this

review. Yes, it is more expensive than many of the others but IMHO well worth it, especially if
you are upgrading the lamps to anything other than stock. I needed to replace one socket due to
corrosion where the plug meets the wire which left the lamp inoperative. I also noticed the the
OEM plastic plug had melted in places due to installing a better halogen lamp. Installation was
easy on my Chevy Silverado. I soldered the wires , applied dielectric grease and used heat
shrink wrap at the connection. No problem with the ceramic plug as others have mentionedlamp went right in and no worries about breaking. Also, the rubber gasket seal at the lamp
provided an above average seal. Only improvement I could suggest would to manufacture the
unit with a black wire and one other color wire so that DIYS'ers would have an easier time with
polarization. I didn't have that problem as I kept the old lamp and attached the new wires using
the plug keyway as a guide this isn't my first rodeo. Been about a month and no
problems-pigtail looks great with no signs of damage from using the upgraded bulb. If you are
going to spend the money on very expensive and exotic head lamps, spend a few bucks extra
for a quality pigtail. One person found this helpful. One of the low beam H11 connectors on my
truck was melted when I went to change the bulb so I ordered two of these. As a professional
automotive technician I found these well made and easy to solder in. The insulation is rugged
but was not hard to strip back. The weather pack seals fit tightly in the bulb base. These were
more cost effective than buying an entire headlamp wiring harness for both sides and they are
easier to install because I did not have to remove the headlamps. Your vehicle installation will
certainly be different but these will work well for you. The ceramic base is a good idea. H11s
seem to suffer from melt down more frequently than other bulb types so I hope these will stop
that on my truck for good. Pontiac Problem Solver! These have worked great so far. A common
problem with the Pontiac G6 is burned out bulbs and mostly melted plugs. GM doesn't wish to
issue a recall and this has so far been the solution! Bought these after both sockets in my
Chevy Silverado melted. I had rigged up the lights to work temporarily for awhile, and didn't get
around to installing these until one of the bulbs went out. The pigtail wires were long enough for
me to get the job done, and so far I haven't had any problems with the headlights. Hopefully the
ceramic holds up for as long as I own my truck. I purchased this for Buick Regal because the
factory terminal melted. It is well made, good price and shipped quick. It fit my H11 light bulb
and my light housing. I went to 3 different parts stores searching for a terminal and purchased a
terminal that fit my bulb but not my light housing. The part store terminal was too bulky. I
looked at the H11 bulb socket, the pictures of this terminal end and the size of the terminal to
determine that this part would work for my application. I butted the wires of the terminal to my
car's wires as there is no connector on opposite end and it worked. I am very happy. See all
reviews
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